
Previous: 8,031.0 PSEi change: 0.26%

High: 8,051.8 Best: ICT +3.13%

Low: 7,953.3 2nd best: JGS +2.34%

Close: 8,051.8 2nd worst: DMC -2.34%

Val. traded (mn): 5,903.1 Worst: GTCAP -2.49%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.1830 4.6520 5 years -0.0270 5.1350

6 months -0.1290 4.9390 7 years -0.0450 5.1660

1 year -0.0560 5.1970 10 years -0.0160 5.1970

2 years -0.0190 5.0910 20 years +0.0820 5.3230

3 years -0.0210 5.1020 30 years +0.1410 5.3940

4 years -0.0230 5.1170

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.850 51.865 EUR/USD 1.1320 1.1314

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0462 2.1686 5 years -0.0330 1.8378

6 months -0.0235 2.1708 10 years -0.0260 2.0945

2 years -0.0429 1.8357 30 years -0.0154 2.6002

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities rose as oil and gas companies led the rally because of oil price spikes. Asian stocks, on the other hand, fell as political issues in Hong Kong

continued to weight on the market. European stocks gained while US Treasury yields continued to decline as the market priced in more rate cuts. The

US dollar remained flat, with the market waiting for the G20 meeting.
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The PSEi closed higher than yesterday, with foreign buying remaining net positive. Local fixed income yields continued to decline ahead of the upcoming BSP

meeting, where investors expect that monetary policy easing will be supported by local and international developments. The Peso moved sideways as investors

wait for decisive catalysts in the coming days.

 The Philippine Peso moved sideways due to tensions regarding the 
unpredictable trade war yesterday. The PHP closed at Php 51.865 (0.03% DoD), 
only slightly weaker than the previous day's Php 51.850 close. The upcoming 
central bank meetings in the US and Philippines may serve as catalysts for 
stronger movements going forward. 

 Local fixed income yields continued to decline, as investors positioned ahead 
of upcoming central bank meetings, both locally and abroad. Expectations of 
looser monetary policy in the United States, low Philippine inflation, and 
continued tight liquidity in local markets, are all supportive of monetary policy 
easing from the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.  

 The local equities market  ended in the green on bargain-hunting after falling to 
a 3-day low of 7,953.28 in the middle of the trading day. Foreign buying remianed 
net positive, ending with a net inflow worth Php 318.98M. With mining and oil and 
property indexes as the only losers, the PSEi rose to 8,051.76 (0.26% DoD). 

 San Miguel Corp. (PSE Ticker: SMC) will ramp up its sustainability 
programs by building a food bank and community center in Tondo, Manila. 
The facility is intended to serve as a food bank, soup kitchen, and livelihood 
training center for low-income families. SMC also mentioned that it is 
prepared to spend P1 Billion in efforts to clean the Tullahan River, whose 
water flows to Manila Bay. SMC commits to further cut its group-wide water 
use by 50% by 2025. 

 According to the Department of Finance (DoF), the government seeks to 
issue Marawi bonds to aid in the next phase of the rehabilitation of the war-
torn city. National Treasurer Rosalia de Leon shares that the government is 
working on making it eligable for the Agri-Agra Reform Credit Act (RA 1000), 
making the bonds more attractive to investors. 
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 US Equities climbed higher, led by oil and gas companies, as oil prices spiked 
after two oil tankers were attacked in the Guld of Oman. US crude oil and Brent 
crude prices were up 2.2% at $52.22 and $61.31 per barrel, respectively. The DJIA 
closed at 26,106.77 (+0.39% DoD) while the S&P 500 ended at 2,891.64 (+0.41% 
DoD).  

 Asian stocks declined as they were likewise affected by the boost in oil prices and 
as the major street protests in Hong Kong' continued to weigh on its market. On the 
other hand, investors await the release of China's industrial production data for the 
month of May. The MSCI APxJ closed at 509.49 (-0.34% DoD). 

 European stocks gained on the back of concerns on U.S politics and as market 
expects for a rate cut this week from the Fed. The MSCI Europe closed at 128.19 
(0.15% DoD). 

 US Treasury Yields continued to decline as investors continue to expect the US 
Fed to cut rates. On average, yields fell 3.12 bps, led by the 2Y US Treasuries 
closing at 1.84%. 

 The US Dollar was flat as market awaits for the G20 meeting in Osaka and and on 
the back optimism on closing the deal with China coming from the potential meeting 
with President Xi Jinping. The DXY closed at 97.01030 (-0.01% DoD) 


